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I. THE METROPOLIS OF TOKYO 

1. Revolution-Not of the Citizens but in Commuter Transportation 

" 13th July, nothing special." 

The very day after the monarch h~d jotted this down, on 14th July 

1789, the French Revolution broke out. The long amassed energy 0L dis-

content among the people at l~st exploded. In any age and in any country, 

if discontent accumulates it is bound to explode. 

Let us now take a look at present-day Japan and see where discontent 

lies. The economy of the nation has shown spectacular growth and the 
living standard of the people has risen to a level unconceivable at the end 

of the War in 1945. Discontent in one aspect, however, has kept on growT 

ing-namely the housing shortage and the hardship of commuting felt 

most keenly in Tokyo. 

Land is first required in building houses, and to secure cheap land 

people have dispersed further and further away from the city center, to the 

extent that the commutable limit has already been reached. Yet, even at 

places considered to be the limit for commuting in view of the physical 

strain and time consumed, the price of land is soaring, making land acquisi-

tion practically impossible. As a result, marriage and birth have to be 

restrained due to the lack of housing-a pitiful situation indeed. On the 

other side of the picture, Iandowners are relishing the rise in the land price 

with folded arms. Such a condition is surely a danger to social stability. 

It is true that public bodies are supplying new houses, but this is not 

making much headway on account of the difB:culty of procuring the neces-

sary land. Private real estate dealers are scavenging every piece of purchas-

able land in anticipation of higher prices and are imposing upon the citizens 

poor quality houses at high prices. Due to the rise in land prices in sub-
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urban areas, apartment houses of about eight storeys high have begun to 

appear in great numbers in the built-up areas. In Japanese they are called 

"mansions," but the quality of many of them are such that they will be 

slums in 10 years. 

The citizens have already been driven into a mood of despair in regard 

to purchase of land, and if this is to continue, it may foster a revolutionary 

atmosphere. The landowners and real estate investors are interested only 

in rising land prices, and there is no sign of change in their attitude. Several 

consultative committees of the Government composed of representatives 

from academic and business circles have in the past few years insisted that 

land should not be looked upon in the same way as general merchandise, 

and that the Govemment should take positive measures accordingly. No 
steps have been taken, however, in this connection. If a "revolution" is to 

be avoided, a safety valve for the over-heated feelings of the citizens must 

be opened immediately. 

Reform of the land system is also a prerequisite to the reform of com-

muter transportation by high speed railway which the author is advocating 

in this article. To be more explicit, the author's plan is to have recourse 

to the Land Expropriation Law for the purchase of land 50 km. or more 

away from the city center from where commuting would be inconvenient 

by currently available means of transport at the current price (approximate-

ly ~~2,000/3.3 sq. m, or US $6,800/acre). The land so purchased is to be 

levelled, prepared as-residential sites and sold in small parcels (at approxi-

mately ~j~30,000/3.3 sq. m, or US $102.000/acre). The difEerence in the 

purchase and selling price would become the main source of funds for the 

construction of high speed railways between such places and the city 

center.1 A good living environment can also be secured by this method. 

Aside from this proposal, there have been many others. Examples are : 

" The influx of the population into Tokyo should be suppressed " ; "The 

functions of the metropolis should be dispersed" ; "It is the age of the auto-

mobile, and transportation policies should be based on the use of motor 

vehicles" ; and " Built-up areas should be made to absorb a greater number 

of people." The author shall expand on his proposal, while at the same 

time commenting on these other proposals. 

2. Characteristics o Tokyo f 
As a mammoth metropolis Tokyo has many features common with 

l A11 prices quoted in this paper, including railway fares, are for 1965-1966 when this 

propdsal was first made and current prices are somewhat higher. The rise in land 
prices at a rate higher than general commodity prices, however, does not stand in the 
way of realizing this proposal. 
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New York and London. On the other hand, it must first be borne in mind 

that the distressing situation to be sound in present-day Tokyo stems from 

the following conditions : 

Table 1. Area and Population of Three Great Metropolises 

Area 
(sq. km.) 

Number of Population 
(1,000) 

Tokyo 23 Wards 
1960 

1965 

Greater London 

1962 

New York City 
1960 

569 

569 

1,800 

819 

8,310 

8,892 

8, 177 

7,782 

(1) Greatest scale and density in the 

w orld 

Tokyo, called "Edo" in the 18th 

century, had a population of 1.2 mil-

lion, the largest in the world at that 

time. It is again the largest today, as 

may be understood from Table 1. In 
addition, the extremely higll density of 

the population has made the urban 
problem all the more difficult to solve. 

As shown in Figure 1, if only the 

central business district is taken, the 

density in Manhattan is greater, but 

Tokyo is characterized by high density 

in the other built-up areas. As a 
result, it is found that in an area of 

572 sq. km., corresponding to 700/0 of 

the area of New York City, there is 

a million more people dwelling and 

working. This is an alarming con-
centration of population. 

(2) Rapid growth in the 10 years 

from 1965 
The history of population growth 

in the three metropolises is compared 

in Figure 2. After Japan was reform-

ed into a modern state in 1868, Tokyo 

Figure 1. 
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kept on growing. While there was a break on account of World War II, 

the growth in the 10 years from 1955 was amazing. This is in line with 

the ~growth of the national economy, with the administrative functidn of 

Tokyo growing along with the increase in the nation's productive activities: 

Figure 2. Trend of Populaticn Growth in Three Great lvletropolises 
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1800 In the beginning of the 19th century, the population of Tokyo and 
London had already exceeded I million and it was not possible to 
develop their built-up areas under a fixed plan, whereas this was 
possrble in New York which was yet very small. Until the appearence 
of railways, horse-drawn carriages were the principal means of trans-
potation. 

1825 Appearance of steam railways. 
1836 Appearance of horse-drawn railways. 
1863 Appearance of underground railways. 
1875 Appearance of electric railways. 
1881 Appearance of streetcars. 
1900 Beginning of the popular use of motor vehicles. 

Population growth in the 23 wards which constitute the central part 

of Tokyo has recently ceased, while growth is continuing outside the wards. 

(See Table 2.) The growth in the rate of employment in the 23 wards is 

also falling. 

Table 2. Increase of Population in Tokyo Metropolitan Area 

(5,938 sp. km.) 

Tokyo 23 Wards Surrounding Area Total 

1955 

1960 

1965 

6,969 

8,310 

8,892 

5,904 

7,070 

9,582 

12,873 

15, 380 

18,474 

On the other hand, housing and the provision of required public faeili-

ties has not been able to catch up with this population growth since 1955. 

There is a shortage of over 500.000 dwelling units in Tokyo, and the 

congestion of trains during commuting hours is very heavy. Since 1955 
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additional railway tracks have been built and additional electric cars put 

into service (the number of electric cars doubling in the 10 years), but this 

has only slightly relieved the congestion, and with the sprawling out of 

residential areas, the commuting time has become all the more longer. 

(3) Extremely high land prices 

It may not be surprising to find that the price of land in the world's 

most densely populated metropolis is also the highest. It is said that the 

price of land on the Ginza, one of the foremost shopping centers of Tokyo, 

is higher than that of Broadway in New York. Also, the price of ~~lO0,000/ 

3.3 sq. m. (US $340,000/acre) for residential land 10 miles away from the 

central business district is considered normal. This high price is caused by 

the high density of population and is an impediment to the provision of the 

necessary public facilities. 

(4) Passive and suppressive policies in the past 

It would nOt be strange to see over a million people employed in the 

central business district of the metropolis of an industrial country with a 

population of 100 million. Since the number employed in 1955 was around 

500,000, the subsequent growth should have been supported. To the con-

trary, the Government looked upon this as a vice and tried to suppress the 

growth. The energy of economic growth is difiicult to stop, and it was 

fortunate indeed for the progress of Japan that the Government was not 

able to arrest it ; for, if it were otherwise, we would not have seen the pre-

sent high level of prosperity in Japan. 

The real reason for the Government's suppressive policy is not clear to 

this day. It can be surmised, however, that the planning authorities were 

afraid that the shortage of public facilities would become all the more acute 

if the population increased. This is like trying to stop the growth of a 

child's feet so that the child will be able to wear the same shoes. 

It was considered that the Greater London scheme was a good model 

to follow and it was taken as a guide. The author does not know why the 

Greater London scheme was treated in this way, but he feels that if the 

American way of thinking, which admits urban growth, had taken foothold 

in our country, a different policy would have been taken. 

The dominating idea for several years after 1955 was to encircle the 

built-up areas of the 23 wards and Yokohama with a green belt and limit 

housing construction to only the built-up areas, No matter how housing 

may be restricted, it is impossible to stop the growth of employment. 

It is regrettable indeed that passive measures were taken at a time 

when positive measures should have been adopted, and that the Government 

had neglected to acquire the necessary land for future housing and public 
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facilities. For fast-expanding Tokyo to have copied stationary London (see 

Figure 2) was like giving an old man's medicine to a child. 

3. The Crisis ofTokyo 
The outcome of this passive policy is that Tokyo has now to face the 

following crises. 

(1) Greater hazards to life 

Man, as a living being, possesses two instincts : preservation of self, 

and preservation of the race. For the former, there should be protection 

against direct hazards to one's life. Crime and traflic accidents may be 

counted among these hazards, but what is imperiling the life of each citizen 

is air pollution. 

Already in 1928 there appeared a poem "There is no sky in Tokyo." 

Now, the atmospheric content of sulphurous acid gas and carbon monoxide 

very often exceeds the danger limit in Tokyo. 

Deaths from trafEic accidents are increasing along with the increase in 

motor vehicles. In 1968 traffic accidents accounted for 532 deaths in a 

population of 9 million (23 wards), but this rate is not much different from 

that of New York or Greater London. 

(2) Population reproduction imperiled 

Preservation of the race cannot be satisfactory where preservation of 

the individual is unsatisfactory. Bringing up children in large cities is a 

hardship common throughout the world, and this is especially so in Tokyo. 

According to a survey, 58.50/0 of the children in the 23 wards do not have 

suitable playgrounds nearby. As the children are given nourishment but 

no playground to exercise, they are becoming too fat. 

Of the 572 sq. km. of land in the 23 wards, Iess than 2 o/o has a good 

living environment with satisfactory sewer system. Nearly 200/0 has a good 

living environment but is without a sewer system. Although there are no 

particular shortcomings, some inconvenience would be felt in nearly 290/0 . 

The remaining 400/0 is not fit for living. 

(3) Conditions for creation of culture 

Man creates culture and in his creativeness he has found his true 

worth. It may, moreover, be said that large cities have played a crucial role 

in the advance of present-day culture. Now, if we take the period from 1955 

to 1965, can it be said that the large cities in. Japan were suited to the crea-

tion of culture ? It is still too early to give a conclusion, but the following 

10sses may be mentioned. 

( i ) Man has lost contact with nature and there are less opportunities 

of being inspired by it. 
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( ii ) The living space of the individual has narrowed, and in addition, 

he has come to live in a uniform environment. 

(iii) The noise nuisance has become serious, and to avoid this, a com-

poser has escaped to a solitary island. 

(4). Poverty in plenty 

Man is said to be a social being. While he shares responsibilities with 

his fellow men he compares his lot with that of others and this causes him 

pain. The larger the city, the more solitary becomes the individual., and the 

difference in his standing as compared with that of others makes him all 

the more unhappy. 

Owing to the growth of the economy, personal income has risen. This, 

however, is the "flow" aspect. In the "stock" aSpect, the gap between those 

who possess a house and land, and those who do not, is widening. 

Even though income has more than doubled in the 10 years from 1955, 

the price of land has risen 10 times. Wage earners who, 10 years ago, 

thought that land could be ptirchased by saving money have now lost all 

hope of doing s0.2 Moreover, there is a great difference in the area of 

living space between those who already own a house and those who do not. 

Although earning the same income, there is a great difference in the stand-

ard of living, and those who do not own their own house are continually 

suffering from ;'poverty" 

II. PROPOSALS IN THE PAST 

Despite the previously mentioned crisis faced by only passive and sup-

pressive measures were taken and it was not recognized that the further 

expansion of Tokyo was something inevitable. As a result, the hardships 

of the citizens kept on growing, and various proposals were made, both in 

public and private circles, to solve the problem. Among these, the one that 

became the basis of later policies is "Tokyo no sal kaihatsu m kansuru 

kihon kos~ " (Fundamental Concept o.f Re-development of Tokyo) (1963) 

drawn up by the Council on Metropolitan Re-development Problems. 

z The monthly income of a city worker was ~~26,000 in 1955 and the pricd of land 
then was one-fifteenth of the price in 1968. With this income it I~as possible to pur-

chase 15 sq. In. of residential land within con,!nuting distance. Inco:ne in lg68 rose to 

~82,600, but this was not su~i9ient to pay for even 3.3 sq. m. of land. At least 80 sq. 

m, would be required to build a house with a garden. For this minimum requirement 

2.5 years income would be required. Since 2.5 to 3 years income is said to be the 

most that wage earners are capable of spending for housing, the rise in land prices 

has made it impossible for wage earneis to possess their own dwelling places. (Asahi 

shimbun, July 18, 1969.) 
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1. The Proposal of the Council on Metropolitan Re-development Problems 

The framework of the proposal is shown. in Figure 3. The basic idea 

behind the solution provided was as follows : 

Lotal cities should be developed to Figure 3. Proposal by the Council on 
Metropolitan Re- evelopment prevent the disorderly concentration of 

various city functions in Tokyo and Problems 
measures should be taken for balanced 
development of the land of Japan. As 
to the functions already found in Tokyo, 
those that do not necessarily have to be 

located the.re sho~ild be removed and 
dispersed to other areas, and the func-
tions will have to be reorganized, Ieaving 

in Tokyo only such pivotal functions of 
government, economy and culture as are 
deemed necessary in the capital. 

Moreover, in Tokyo such pivotal func-
tions, together with those for distribution 

and consumption, are concentrated in the 
central business district forming a con-
centrict type of city structure. From the 
viewpoint of urban transport, the limit has 

been reached in this type of structuie. 
Consequently, in redrganizing the func* 
tions, those located in the_ city center 
should, in accordance with their present 

faculty, be removed to other areas of 
Tokyo dr its pbriphery so that an eccentric 

and not a concentric type of city 
needs of this reformation, a new system of 

ll 

t2 

3 

structure will 

tralls portation 

The viewpoint expounded here is that the crisis com.es from 

sive cbncentration of city functions, or to be more specific, that 

universities, research institutes and the like should 

cities and that distribution facilities such as wholesale stores, markets 

~rarehouses should be removed tQ the newly 
phery of the wards. The proposal continues as follows : 

After these facilities have been dispersed. as much as possible, the city 
center should comprise mainly ofiice facilities, and corisumption facilities 

should be properly placed among them. In doing so, care must be taken to 
prevent an excessive increase of 0~~ce facilities and the disorderly expansion 
of the central business district. 

The proposal goes on to say that by using the super-block system 

which combines several districts enough open space should be provided in 

the central business district to improve the environment ; that oflice areas 

shoul~ be developed under modern plans in the sub-centers where mass 

~~)Central Business DistriGt 

Osub~enter 

~Newly Built Areas 

RInneF Loops Ex,ressway 

@Middie Loops Expressway 
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be attained. To meet the 
should be provided. 

an exces. 
f actOries, 

be disperSed to satellite 

and 
built-up areaS on the peri-
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transportfacilitiesc・nverges・that・ver－c・ncentrati。n。f。伍cefacilitiesin

the　central　business　district　can　be　avoided三and　that　small、and　medium、

scale　plants　connected　with　wholesale　stores　should　be　situated　in　thenewly

built・up　areas　into　which　distribution　facilities　are　to　be　removed，and　so

reducethemmber・fplantsintheexistingbuilt－upareas．
　　　　With　thevarious　facilities　so　placed，it　was　proposedto　build　inner，

middle　and　outer　loop　expressways　and　several　radial　expressways。

　　　　As　to　housingシit　was　proposed　to　build　many－storeyed　apartment

h・uses・nalargescalear・mdthecentralbusinessdistrict，sub－centersand

newly　built．up　areas　so　as　to　shorten　the　commuting　distance　and　mitigate

the　conges亡ion．This　wouldα1so　serve　to　prevent　the　disorderly　expansion

of　the　metropolis，In　residential　areaswheretheenvironment　was　notgood

due　to　the　existence　oHactories，o伍ce　buildings　and　amusement　facilities

therein，it　was　proposed　to　reconsider　the　usage　of　these　establishments　so

as　to　improve　the　environment．

　　　　This　plan　was　none　other　than　a　collection　of　the　various　proposals

madeup　to　that　time．In　reality，however，the　followingbasicproblems　had

to　be　solved，and　it　has　been　these　very　problems　that　have　been　impeding

the　smooth　implementation　of　the　plan．

　　　　First　is　the　problem　of　whether　or　not　the　planners　can　distinguish

between　functions　that　may　or　may　not　be　allowed　to　be　located　in　the

metropolis。They　may　be　able　to　reject　certain　establishment　on　accomt　of

the　public　nuisance　they　would　create，but　could　there　be　a　valid　reason　for

approving　o伍ce　buildings　and　rejecting　universities？It　is　true　that　new

miversities㎝dfact・riesarebeing1・catedi孕thesuburbs，butthisisbecause
o王the　dif丑culty　of　acquiring　land　and　not　because　of　their　low　estimation

of　the　convenience　from　being　located　in　the　central　area。Hence，it　will

not　be　possible　to　expel　the　universities　already　existing　in　the　central　area．

　　　　An　attempt　is　being　mαde　to　justi∫y　the　dispersal　of　city　functions　on

the　ground　that　it　would　ease　the　congestion　of　urban　traf丑c，but　what　is

needed　is　augmentation　of　urban　transport．Restricting　demand　by　fixing

supPly　is　a　one－sided　argument．

　　　　The　second　problem　is　whether　sub．centers　can　develop　when　there　is

room　for　further　employment　in　the　central　business　dis七rict．Generally

speaking，sub－centers　cannot　provide　substitute　for　the　functions　found　in

the　central　business　district，except　in　such　cases　as　EUR　in　Rome　or　La

D6fense　in　Paris　where　reconstruction　of　the　built－up　areas　is　di伍cult．No

doubt，sub－centers　will　continue　to　serve　as　centers　of　the　neighboring

residen七ial　areas．

　　　　The　third　problem、is　that　if　sub・centers　were　to　be　bui1亡at　places
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where mass transport carriers converge, this will lead to a further increase 

in the volume of traffic at points already troubled by traffic congestion. The 

Tokyo Metropolitan Government is now making great efforts for the de-

velopm:ent of the Shinjuku Sub-center (located approximately 5 km. west of 

the central business district). In this sub-center is Shinjuku Station where 

the national railway, private railways and an underground railway con-

verge, and the volume of traffic handled at this station is the largest in 

Japan. If additional railway lines were to be built here and the traf~c 

volume increased, confusion would surely result. 

The fourth problem concerns multi-storeyed apartment houses. It is 

true that they will accommodate a greater number of people in the same 

ground space, but it is problematical whether they can improve the living 

environment. The tendency at present is for the population in and near 

the central business district and sub-centers to decrease. The reason lies in 

the worsening living environment. 

In -our cotintry there are many people who advocate multi-storeyed 

apartment houses without critically examining their merits. They simply 

believe that the population of Tokyo is less dense than that of the cities in 

foreign countries. If the 57 sq. km. area of Manha.ttan and the 87 sq. km. 

area of Paris City are compared with the same area in Tokyo's central 

business district, it is true the density is lower in Tokyo. On the other 

hand, the population density is extremely high in area outside the central 

district ; in fact, 9 million people reside in an area of 572 sq. km. (23 wards 

of Tokyo). There is even a proposal to add another 10 million to what is 

already the highest population density in the world, but this takes into 

account only the physical capacity of dwelling quarters and has forgotten 

the human side of the dwellers. 

World experience suggests that 10,000 inhabitants per square kilometer 

is the desirable limit. The constmction of multi-storeyed apartment houses 

may be helpLul in providing space for the building of roads, parks and play-

grounds, but resorting to such housing to increase accommodation capacity 

is out of the question. Moreover, the air becomes polluted in the city center, 

sub- centers and adjacent areas. Actually, some high buildings have been 

built for dwelling purposes in these areas, but no doubt the residential 

population there will keep on decreasing. 

In the fifth place, the newly built-up areas are to be connected with the 

central business district and sub- centers by expressways, according to the 

plan. However, as will be mentioned later, the existing roads are already 

saturated, and even if new expressways are built, it is doubtful whether 

that will be sufficient. There is bound to be people commuting to the central 
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business　district　from　residences　in　the　newly　built．up　areas．

2。　Pプ07！）05α」ノわプR810αzあoπげ診h8ハ46≠π4》oあ5

　　The　dispersal　of　city　fmctions　wαs　dealt　with　in　the　plan　mentioned

in　theprevious　section．While　in　this　plan　the　central　administrative　fmひ

tions　were　to　remain　in　Tokyo，the　proposal　for　relocating　the　metropolis

aims　at　dispersing　govemment　functions　which　are　the　mainspring　of

metropolitan　expansion．This　proposal　was　heard　from　the19507sαnd

reached　the　climax　around1964when　a　draft　plan　was　announced　by　the

Ministry　of　Construction，but　interest　in　theplan　has　recently　waned．

　　According　to　the　Construction　Ministry　plan，it　was　proposed　to　con．

struct　a　new　metropolis　with　a　popu1αtion　of　one　million　in　an　area　of75．9

sq．km。In　the丘rst　stage　of　six　years，28sq。km．of　landwas　tobedevelop－

ed　for300，000inhabitants3in　the　second　stage　of20years，42．8sq．km．for

500，000inhabitants3and　later　to　be　further　dev610ped　for　l　million　inhabシ

tants．Annomcement　ofthlsplanbroughtto亡hefore　thevariousproblems
involved　and　it　seems　that　there　are　many　who　are　against　hasty　action　in

implementing　the　plan。

　　In　the丘rst　place，there　is　the　problem　of　whether　the　people　arereally

in　favor　of　relocating　the　seat　of　Govemment　functions．The　people　of　the

new　location　might　welcome　this，but　it　is　doubtful　whether　there　can　be　a

place　more　convenient　than　Tokyo　to　the　people　as　a　whole．This　is

because　the　transportation　network　of　Japan　was　molded　from　the17th

century　with　Tokyo　as　the　core．

　　In　the　second　place，there　is　the　problem　of　whether　the　separation　of

economic　and　govemment　fmctions　would　be　desirable　or　not．The　case

ofWashingtonandNew　York　is　often　referred　to，but　in　asingle　nation

the　form　taken　by　London　or　Paris　would　be　more　e駈cientand　convenienL

The　U．S．case　just　happened　to　tum　out　thewayitdid　because　of　unavoid－

able　political　circumstances　in　the　past，

　　In　the　third　place，the　question　aぎises　as　to　why　the　Govemment，even

though　it　may　be　to　prevent　the　overgrowth　of　Tokyo，has　to　be　the　first

to　evacuate．Govemment　organizations　are　housed　in　modem　buildings
located　in　a　welLkept　area。Evacuation　would　not　only　be　a　waste　of　facili．

ties，but　the　land　so　evacuated　would　most　likely　be　used　by　establishments

causing　nuisance　to　the　public。Hence，what　should　be　done　is　to　evacuate

those　establishments　which　cause　a　great　deal　of　public　nuisance。If　the

Govemment　were　to　be　the五rst　to　evacuate　bec＆use　it　is　unable　to　relocate

the　other　functions，this　would　be　tantamount　to　renunciation　of　Govem．

ment　responsibilities，
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In the fourth place, it is doubtful whether the expansion of Tokyo is 

due to the existence of Government organizations therein. Employment in 

the heart 0L Osaka grew in the years from 1955 to 1965 in the same manner 

as Tokyo, and this is because of the growth in economic activities and not 

because of the location of the Government. 

In the fifth place, what is most dangerous is for the Government to 

draw the attention of the people in the wrong direction and neglect what 

should really be done. Even if 300,000 civil servants were to be evacuated 

from Tokyo in 6 years, that would not provide a basic solution to the ur-

gent problems of water supply shortage, traffic congestion and housing 

shortage. 

3. "Tokyo 1960," a P,'oposal by Professor Kenzo~ Tange 

Even if the functions of the metropolis were to be dispersed on the 

lines already mentioned, it is most likely that subsequent concentration 

cannot be stopped so long as there is an advantage in concentration. If 

there should be a demand to concentrate, despite the expenses that would 

have to be borne (such as transportation and water supply facilities) then it 

may, in fact, be to the benefit of the nation to allow such concentration. 

Instead of suppressing the growth of the metropolis, is there not some other 

policy which would facilitate further development ? 

This brings to mind a proposal made in this direction by Prof. Kenz~ 

Tange and known as "Tokyo 1960." His line of thought on the 10 million 

population metropolis is as follows : 

The progress in civilization and the economic growth in the 20th century 
led to the development of mammoth 10 million population metropolises in 
all parts of the world. It behooves us to recognize the inevitability of this 
development and the importance of its existence. We should further consider 
what the essential functions are of this newly born metropolis of 10 million 
inhabitants. Such a metropolis is already qualitatively different from cities 
of a hundred thousand or a million inhabitants. 
What pr.omotes the formation of such mammoth cities is, indeed, the tertiary 

productive function. 

Concerning Tokyo, Prof. Tange reiterates, 

Before saying that it has overgrown, we must properly understand the 
inevitability of its development, its raison d'~tre and the true nature of its 
f unctions. 

The essence of Tokyo does not merely lie in the conglomeration of tertiary 
functions involved in the distribution process of the economy, but in the fact 
that it is the local organ of the nation enabling the fulfilment of the over-all 

functions of our country. 

Concerning transportation, Prof. Tange says, 
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With regard to the mobility much needed in this key organ, it is already 
clear that this cannot be secured by the hitherto centripetal, radial transport 

system. However, to suppress the growth of Tokyo so that transportation 
will not become paralysed is none other than mistaking the means for the 
end. Proper measures should be taken to promote development. 

Even if factories and government and educational functions are dis 

persed, Prof. Tange says, 

What has remained of Tokyo will continue to face confusion and contradic-
tion, and this is the problem. Remaining Tokyo . . . will inevitably continue 

growing. 
Unless we focus our attention on Tokyo itself, there wiil be no salvation 
for Tokyo. We cannot support those who purposely distract our attention 
away from Tokyo and take an escapist stand. 

From this viewpoint, Prof. Tange proposed that a city be constructed 

across Tokyo Bay in a ladder shaped form. In other words, areas of I kilo-

meter square are to be enclosed by expressways and three of these units are 

to be connected in a row. This larger unit is to be enclosed by another 

expressway and nine of these are to be projected into Tokyo Bay from the 

central part of Tokyo. For mass transport the monorail is to be used. 

Furthermore, in a direction at right angles to this city axis, residential areas 

are to be established. Along the route linking Tokyo-Ikebukuro sub-center, 

the central business district and the marine city, working places are to be 

created for 2.5 million people, and housing for 5 million people is to be 

provided in the marine city. 

At first glance this proposal seems to be very unrealistic, but in reality, 

it is the policy of suppressing the growth of Tokyo that is isolated from 

reality and not in keeping with the aspirations of the people. 

What we have to consider here are the comparative merits on the one 

hand of developing a new central business district on this proposed city axis 

making maximum use of private automobiles, and on the other hand of 
endorsing the trend so far in the development of the existing central busi-

ness district and strengthening public carriers for business men and com-

muters without depending much on private automobiles. 

In making this comparison, it will become necessary to calculate the 

relative cost of city center construction, housing projects and commuter 

railway construction. In this connection, what is of importance is the land 

policy. If measures for restricting land prices are taken, and land for public 

use and housing can be made available easily, then the ground plan would 

become advantageous. But if the land problem cannot be solved, creating 

artiflcial land in Tokyo Bay would become promising. 
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III. THE LOGIC OF TRANSPORTATION AND URBAN COMMUNITIES 

1. The Principle of Urban Community Formation 
A11 cities have endeavored to realize their respective ideal plans based 

on the transport techniques of the time. The history of Tokyo goes back 

more than 500 years and the central business district of today was formed 

in the 17th century. At that time the movement of cargo depended mostly 

on water transport. As a result, the down-town section of the city grew 

up at a place most convenient for water transport, as was the case with 

London and New York, and that is the business section of today. 

With the arrival of the 20th century and the spread of electric railways, 

the community of water transport and pedestrians began to develop out-

wards along the suburban railways. In 1932 the old Tokyo City of 81 sq. 

km. was enlarged to the present 23 wards of 572 sq. km. and it may be said 

that the formation of this metropolis was due to the railway. After World 

War II, people sought residential land outside the 23 wards and railways 

were expanded accordingly. At present the population has ceased to grow 

in the 23 wards, and the front line of population growth has shifted to the 

areas 30 km. to 50 km. away from the city center. 

In the process of this urban expansion, employment and housing were 

governed by their own logic. The place where the maximum economic 
profit can be achieved will be the place selected for employment. For 

the management function covering the whole country, it is but natural that 

a place which is the center of the transport network and where it is con-

venient to keep in touch with other enterprises and government agencies 

would be selected. Once the central business district is formed, transport 

terminals will be located therein, and unless there should be any great defect 

in the existing place, the central business district will keep on thriving. 

This is the case with the City of London and the down-town area 0L New 

York. However, the area of the land being too small relative to present-

day demand, development takes place in adjacent areas, and the direction 

of development is guided by transport facilities. 

Retail business and entertainment facilities which serve residences are 

induced by residential areas, and it is natural that departme. nt stores in the 

central business district should open branches in sub-centers and in the 

suburbs. As road congestion becomes worse, factories and warehouses 
which handle large volumes of cargo will leave the central business district 

and go to the suburbs as this is economically rational. As to residences, 

they were close to working places in the days when people walked and this 

is why Tokyo City in the olden days and the City -of London were densely 
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inhabited. If, on the other hand, the means L0r commuting is provided, 

human nature would call for a better living environment and people would 

move to the suburbs to free themselves from the unpleasantness of the dense 

residential area. It is the railway which fulfiled this role as mentioned be-

fore. Whilst there were 2.25 million inhabitants in the 81 sq. km. area of 

old Tokyo City in 1935, there were merely 1.55 million in 1965. 

Greater ownership of private automobiles has led to more houses in 

the sparsely-housed areas being located between the railway lines radiating 

out towards the suburbs. Nevertheless, the structure of the metropolis as 

formed by the railway has not changed much as yet. This is because auto-

mobiles essentially do not harmonize with large cities, as will be mentioned 

next . 

2. Selection ofFuture Means of Transportation 

Since the 19th century, many forms of urban transport have appeared 

but it is considered today that railways (rapid transit, suburban railway) 

and motor vehicles (automobiles, buses) will survive in the future. Whether 

new forms of transport will soon appear is hard to say, but considering the 

present state of technical development, it seems that much cannot be ex-

pected before the end of the 20th century. Moving side-walks and minicars 

may be mentroned but they can at best serve only to supplement the exist-

ing transportation network. The monorail may be considered as a form of 

a railway, technically. 

Now, we must try to see how railways and motor vehicles will be 

selected in the transportation network of the future. In the proposals made 

in our country so far, there has been a tendency to attach great importance 

to motor vehicles. These proposals were made around 1960, and at that 

time road transport had begun to reach the limit in New Nork and London 

while Tokyo had not yet experienced the popular use of automobiles. This 

may have led to an optimistic outlook on the use of motor vehicles. In 

fact there are many people in Japan who still believe that the automobile 

can be used very easily in the heart of European and American large cities. 

There is of course no need to explain to readers in Europe and America 

the difficulties of using automobiles in the center of large cities. There is a 

physical, physiological and economic limit to the use of automobiles in large 

cities. The ratio of roads in the 572 sq. km. area of the 23 wards of Tokyo 

is approximately 120/0 and in the 21 sq. km, area of the city center, 230/0 . 

Efforts have been made to increase the ratio, and expressways with two 

lanes on each side have been constructed into the central business district, 

but it is physically impossible to raise the capacity of roads here. Moreover, 
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the exhaust gas problem is getting serious and trafE:c policemen directing 

traffic at street corners have to use oxygen masks after work. 

Therefore, if people were to depend on motor vehicles to a greater 

extent in the future, there will be no alternative. But to relocate the various 

functions of the metropolis. Mention has already been made of the dispersal 

of factories and other establishments which are closely connected with the 

transportation of cargo. Whether other institutions will place importance 

on the use of motor vehicles and disperse, or whether they will strive to 

maintain the other advantages of being located in the central business dis-

trict is the key point. Since World War II, there have been cases of large 

enterprises in America moving their head of~ces away from the city center 

to the suburbs, but this has not yet happened in our country. An insurance 

company moved part of its head ofiice to the suburbs but this was only its 

"factory" department. In our country there is no likelihood of head oflices 

also evacuating the city center in the future. 

Hence, as far as going to and from the central business district is con-

cerned, the use of automobiles will be governed by the present capacity of 

roads. Furthermore, the density of noxious gases such as carbon monoxide 

is rising and the use of motor vehicles is being more and more severely 

criticized. The Administrative White Paper of 1969 of the Tokyo Metro-

politan Government states : 

In city planning so far, motor vehicles were treated as a given condition, 
that is, as a pre-fixed condition just like natural conditions. However, in 
the future, motor vehicles will have to be examined within the framework 
of the plan. In other words, unless some form of restriction is imposed on 
motor vehicle production dr on increase in motor vehicle ownership, it is 
feared that there will be no basic solution to the road trafiic problem. 

Today, when the Japanese people are experiencing the flood of motor 

vehicles, the optimistic expectations that they had previously are vanishing 

as far as built-up areas are concerned. In the future, motor vehicles will no 

doubt be used extensively in the suburbs or further beyond, and factories 

and research and educational functions will develop in accordance with the 

ease of road transport. However, the built-up areas will most likely con-

tinue to prosper as before, depending on the railway. In this case, railways 

that can be operated at a much higher speed than those currently in use 

will come to be used. The reasons why great hopes should be placed on 

this will be taken up in Section IV. 

3. Future Urban Measures 
The measures to be taken with regard to or in reorganizing the metro-
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polis in the future should proceed in the following direction without being 

bound by past policies and proposals. 

( i ) It is necessary to acknowledge the Lact that the management function 

is the main function of the metropolis and that this function should be 

concentrated in the central business district. Since 1959, restrictions have 

been placed on industries, but even without restrictions they will probably 

continue to disperse. 

( ii ) In these days when rapid development is taking place in the suburbs, 

the plan should cover the whole metropolitan area, and enough margin 

should be provided when deciding upon the scope of the metropolitan area 

with future growth taken into consideration. 

( iii ) With regard to the shape of the central business district, it is necessary 

to acknowledge the fact that a single center as we see today is something 

inevitable. A continuous long axis as proposed by Prof. Tange is possible, 

but for the present, the plan should be based on the present shape of Tokyo, 

and Tokyo Bay should be kept intact for use in case of future need. Not 

much is to be expected of sub-centers. 

(iv ) As for the additional expenditures to be incurred for improvement of 

public facilities made necessary by location of new establishments in the 

central business district, there should be assessed against the newcomers so 

that only those that may bring over-all economic benefit to society would 

come in. In other words, if the newcomers are made to bear the additional 

expenditures, they will be paying for the social cost incurred by themselves 

and only those enterprises that would find it advantageous even after paying 

for the social cost would come in. This is considered to be a more rational 

way than by requiring newcomers to obtain permission for new oifices in 

advance . 

( v ) As to housing, any future population increase should be accommodated 

in the outer area of the suburbs. Furthermore, positive action should be 

taken to reduce the population in the low and damp K~tO district, as well 

as other areas considered as unhealthful. In carrying out this plan, the 

keypoint is the commuter transport system for linking residences with 

working places. 

The above is the conclusion for Sections I, 11 and lll, and based on this 

conclusion, mention will be made in Section IV of how the housing short-

age and deficiency of commuter transport in Tokyo should be solved. 
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IV. AUTHOR'S PROPOSAL 

1. Inexpensive Land Is Available 
The following conditions, among others, are required of residential 

land : 

(1) No public nuisance, that is, no air pollution and no noise ; 

(2) Sufficient open space fit for daily living and enough sunshine and 

vegetation ; and 

(3) Convenience of commuting to working places. 

Seeking these conditions, people moved to the suburbs. They thought 

the environment was good, but again public nuisances appeared, and more-

over, they boosted the price of land. 

This rise in land prices is due to the heavy demand relative to the land 

available, together with the fact that land is inherently different from mer-

chandise in general, as is pointed out in the following. 

(1) Land cannot be produced or imported. Land may be reclaimed, but 

this is only to a small extent. 

(2) Hence, to procure land, it must be purchased from the landowner. 

(3) Land proper does not have any production cost. There is a cost of 

production for general merchandise and it is said that the selling 

price is ultimately founded on the cost of production. This is not 

the case with land ; there is no value on which the price may be 

founded. The more the buyer is willing to pay, the higher becomes 

the price. In this respect, Iand is similar to objects of art. 

(4) As can be understood from the above, Iandowners need not hurry 

to sell their land so long as there is a strong demand for it. Besides, 

land will not decay like other merchandise and there is no shortage 

problem. 
(5) There is little scope for choice in selecting land for public facilities. 

The site of such facilities must be located at specific places. The 

same applies to formation of large tracts of land into residential 

areas. 

Although these characteristics of land are well known, Iand policy was 

practically absent. Individuals, enterprises and public housing agencies 

(Japan Housing Corporation, housing corporations of local bodies, etc.) 

have all feverishly hunted for good land purchases and large private enter-

prises hastened to make money from land. The result is the sharp rise in 

the price of land. 

In Stockholm and Rotterdam, well known for the success attained in 

city planning, efforts were made to increase public holdings of land, and it 
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is on account of these public holdings that these cities were able to realize 

an adequate plan. In Japan, however, the Government progressively sold 

the land it possessed. Not only did the Government neglect to adopt 

forward.100king land policies, it even parted with the land the Government 

itself could directly use. Under such a Government, no housing or trans-

portation policy can be successful. 

The proposal that the author will make in the following is based on 

the premise that the Government will rectify its attitude to the land prob-

lem. This does require the Government to take unprecedented measures. 

A11 that is necessary is for the Government to resort to the Land Expro-

priation Law and purchase the required amount of land at the present price. 

Expropriation of land at the present price is not unusual in France and 

America. 
In Japan, however, the prefectural governors who are elected by the 

people try to avoid making recourse to the Land Expropriation Law, and 

even when resorting to it, the land has to be purchased at a price to which 

it has risen with the announcement of the public project. Such malpractices 

are the frst to be corrected. 

At the same time, it must be made clear that purchase of land at a price 

lower than the present price is impossible, even under pressure of govern-

ment authority. Hence, even if the land is vacant, it cannot be used for the 

purposes of this plan should the price be high. Such being the case, there 

is hardly any land left that can be used for this purpose within the commut-

ing range under the present railway network, even when resort is made to 

government authority. 

Table 3 shows the change that took place in population density from 

1950 to 1965. It can be seen from this table that the area within the 15 km. 

radius zone became saturated gradually, and around 1965 the front line of 

growth moved beyond this zone. Further, growth began to take place in 

the 31 km, to 50 km, zone. As a result the price of land adjacent to railway 

lines in this zone showed a sudden rise. In contrast, the population density 

in the area beyond the 50 km, radius circle is stationary. This is because it 

is difiicult to commute from this area due to the time required･ at existing 

Table 3. Trend of Population Density in Tokyo Metropolitan Area 

Distance (radius) 1950 1960 1965 1955 

Within 15 km. 9,306 12.045 14,591 15,615 
16-30 kln. 1,384 1,800 2,338 3,302 

955 68 1 757 31-50 kn. 684 341 Over 50 km. 350 341 351 
(Tokyo and 3 Prefectures) 
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railway speeds. Hence, the price of land in this area is still low. 

Figure 4. Possible Residential Area Moreover, as may be understood 
from Figure 4, it would be possible to 

secure large areas of land by merely 

present extending the radius 10 km. The 
camowting history of metropolitan development 
eanse all over the world is none~ other than 

7,8505q.km' the process of utilizing larger areas of 

50 ...==x' Iand through the development of ........60*.==;:~'*" 

"'=':'*'.~ 70 " ' 

80 higher speed means of transport. km' 

3,450sq,km. Today, we consider the ordinary 
4,0805q.k~. commuting range to be from 15 km. 
4 nos(1~m . 

to 30 km., but a hundred years ago 
when people went on foot, this was a one-day trip. The Luture path to be 

followed is nothing but an extension of the past. 

2. Linking Inexpensive Land by High Speed Railway 
The speed of the present-day rapid transit has not gone up very much 

compared with the speed half a century ago. Since the speed of 19-0 km./h 

can be attained in inter- city service even on the narrow gauge railway, the 

distance of 70 minutes can be reduced to 35.5 minutes if new lines were to 

be built with the intention of making use of high speed at the outset, with-

out intermediate stops, as shown in Figure 5. In other words, the utility of 

a place 47 km. away from the center becomes the same as that of place 15 

km. away, as measured by time-distance. This is the same as saying that 

the 5 km. radius range in the usage of streetcars is equivalent to the 15 km. 

radius range of rapid transits. 

This could be of one of the ways of developing unused land. However, 

it should be possible to have access to much cheaper land by using railways 

Figure 5. Model on Speed-up between Tokyo and Hachieji 

c~'kob. s~~~~* *.k,* 

Hae 

Is.5km' 

H-:~ 357r-l 

Tokyo 

l 8.7kfn-

47.4km･ 29' 
7O' 

Marunouchi Line (Subway) 

15 stations, max, speed 65tuyh, 

av,speed 28.2km/h. 

Hachi5~i Tachikat~ Shi,1J~l,u Tokyo 

Ctiu~oLine, Rapid Translt. 

2r6tations, max. speed 70krVh, 

av.speed 4D.6km/h. 

27.2km 

~bdel of New Railway 

4 stations, max. speed 112km/h, 

av.speed 8Oku~,. 
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of still higher speed. We have available the techniques of the New Tokaid~ 

Line or Shin-kansen as we call this kind of line in Japanese. On the New 

Tokaido Line, the distance of 76.7 km. between Tokyo and Odawara can be 

Flgure 6. Commuter Transport Capacity 
of High Speed Railway 

17CO Persons per traiR. 

20 'oufld trip per hour , 

70km . 

aty 

Center 

Res'dent'a 

'f ea 

30' 

Capacitv for 34,000 passengers 

per hour one way 

Bui~t･up Area 

covered in 41 minutes, including stop-

ping time at Shin-Yokohama Station, 

and the distance of 107.2 km. between 

Shin-Osaka and Maibara in 44 min-

utes, including stopping time at Kyoto 

Station. By using this technique to 

link the residential area with the 

central business district, as shown in 

Figure 6, the distar;ce of 70 km. can 

be covered in 30 minutes, taking the 

maximum speed at 200 km,/h and the 
average speed at 140 km./h. 

Now, Iet us consider the economic aspect of such a railway. From the 

point of view of the railway, a short line would be preferable, but when 

housing and transportation policies are also to be taken into account, a 

reduction can be effected in the tbtal cost by extending the railway over the 

outer areas where construction cost is low, making use of low-priced land. 

Although the construction cost varies considerably according to the 

conditions that apply, assuming that a 7･O km. Iine is to be constructed, the 

cost would normally be ~j~2 billion per kilometer for the unde.rground por-

tion of 10 km. to 15 km. in the built-up area, ~~l billion per kilometer for 

the elevated track portion of 15 km. to 20 km., ~~800 million per kilometer 

for the remaining portion of 40 km. I･f the cost of electrical facilities and 

rolling stock is added, the total cost would amount to approximately ~~100 

billion. 

Further, assuming that a city of, 300,000 inhabitants will be built in the 

60 km. to 70 km. radius area and that the construction cost of the line is to 

be allocated to and retrieved from the residential land of the city, the 

amount to be levied per 3.3 sq. m. would be ~~20,000 ($68,000/acre). If the 

population of 300,000 were to inhabit the land at the rate 0L 10,000 per 

square kilometer, the size of the city would be 30 sq, km. It will be assumed 

that half of this larid is for public use and the other half for residential 

purposes. This means that simply by adding a sum of ~~20,000 per 3.3 sq. m. 

the value of the low-priced agricultural land and land of hillside villages 

would become equivalent to the value of the land 15 km, away from the city 

center (~~100,000/3.3 sq. n~.). 

As for the fare to be applied, assuming that the annual operating ex-
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Table 4. Annual Operating Expenses of High Speed Railway 
(lOO million yen) 

Personnel Expense 

Track Maintenance Expense 
Rolling Stock Maintenance Expense 

Motive Power Expense 
Sundry Expense 
De preciation 

lO 

10 

lO 

15 

10 

20 

Total 75 

penses will amount to ~~7.5 billion as shown in Table 4, and that the line 

will carry 40 million passengers a year, the operating expenses per passen-

ger will be ~~190. In our railway this corresponds to the ordinary passenger 

fare for the distance of 50 km. Assuming that the commuter will use the 

train 20 days a month, the total fare for a month will become ~~;7,600. This 

is not too high, but still it will be twice as high as the existing commuter 

fare for a distance of 64 km. 

Therefore, as a more realistic plan, Iet us assume that the line will 

connect two new cities, each with a population of 300,000. This time the 

construction cost can be allocated at the rate of ~~~10,000/3.3 sq. m. The 

fare for one trip in this case will be ~~95. For the non-commutin~ passen-

ger this will be extremely low, and even for the commuter, the sum of 

~~~3,800 per month will be within the limit of what the commuters can bear. 

(Strictly speaking, the actual amount to be charged in the second case will 

become slightly higher than one-half of the amount of the first case.) 

In making the above computation, the following question will most 

likely occur to the reader who compares this line with the New Tokaido 

Line. This railway is for commuting purposes and people will use it only 

in the morning and evening. On the New Tokaido Line there is a surcharge 

for the fast service, even though it has business throughout the day. For 

instance, the total that the passenger has to pay, including the surcharge, 

for the 76.7 km. trip between Tokyo and Odawara by unreserved second 

class accommodation would be ~:710. How can it be possible for the fare 

of this 70 km. new line to be only ~~~95, which is below one-seventh of what 

the passenger has to pay L0r the Tokyo-Odawara trip on the New Tokaid~ 

Line, when the new line costs twice as much to construct and is used 

mainly in the morning and evening ? 

In response, two reasons may be given for the low fare. The first is 

the fact that the entire construction cost was levied on land, and hence, 

there is no interest to bear. The second is the difference in the number of 

passengers tQ be carried. Whereas the break-even point on the New 
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Tokaido Line requires that the average for the entire line of the number of 

passengers passing over it be 65,000 per day, on :the new line, however, 

assuming that the annual number is 80 million, there will be 220,000 pas-

sengers per day which is 3.4 times the number of the New Tokaido Line. 

For these reasons, the operation of the new line can be adequately main-

tained even though the price to be paid by the passenger may be below 

one-seventh of that of the New Tokaid~ Line. 

Figure 7. Examplcs of Intermediate 

Stops on Airport Railway 

Line 
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urban centers as Ufsunomiya, 

extended to these cities, Tokyo can 

shown in Table 5. 

Maebashi 

There was much talk about 

functions to local areas, but there was no transport axis which would make 

this possible. Some people thought that an expressway network would 
serve the purpose. Already from the autumn of 1968, however, traf~c con-

gestion in the built-up areas of Tokyo has become apparent and no doubt 

the areas affected will continue to grow. Moreover, as it is not easy to find 

parking space in Tokyo, it may not necessarily be convenient to use auto-

mobiles in coming to Tokyo. 

This railway can also play a major role in reorganizing the metropoli-

tan area. Up to now, housing policy has been decided with the commuting 

sphere fixed and within the existing framework. It lacks very much in 

flexibility. In areas where population is increasing, the energy thereof has 

to be released ; otherwise, reorganization ~vill become very difficult. Instead 

of trying to build more houses at places where the price of land has already 

gone up, if such houses would be built elsewhere outside the existing fraine-

As mentioned above, the line can 

effectively serve as a commuter rail-

way between the residential city and 

the central business district. In reality, 

however, such a line will fulfil other 

purposes. For instance, transportation 

between the airport and the city center 

is a problem all over the world, and 

the line could be used to link the air-

port 60 km. away as shown in Figure 

7. Even if two residential cities are 

built along the route, the transit time 

will only be a little over 30 minutes. 

It is also possible to extend this 

railway to the 100 km. radius area. In 

this 100 km. zone will be such local 

and Takasaki. If such lines are 

be reached from them in an hour, as 

dispersion of metropolitan 
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Table5．Comparison　of　Traveling　Time　on　Old　Railway　and

　　　　　　　High　Speed　Railway

Ueno－Takasaki　Ueno－Utsunomiya　　Ueno－Mito

Distance（km，）　　　　　　　　　　　　　101．4

Number　of　In亡ennedia亡e　S亡adons　　　　4

Time　Requiled　by　Express　on

　OldLine（min．）　　　　　　101．O
Time　Required　by　High　Speed
　Line（】面n．）　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　60（approx，）

（Excluding　Slow・down　Margin
　en　Route）　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　47。30

105．9

　3

95．30

60　（approx・）

46．00

117．5

　4

102．30

60（approx、）

51．45

work，it　would　also　serve　to　cool　down　land　prices。

　　　　Further，まf　more　houses　cαn　be　provided　by　means　of　this　ra圭1way　and

the　housing　situation　is　eased　in　the　existing　built・up　areas，it　wm　become

easier　for　people　to　exchange　houses．It　is　becauseofthe　lack　ofthis　margin

in　the　housing　situation　that　people　have　to　cling　to　their　present　dwdling，

houses　like　a　lump　of　sticky　candy。If　houses　can　be　secured　at　any　place

desired，the　exchange　of　houses　will　automatically　take　place。

　　　　Whatthepercentageofthismargin　shouldbecamotbedeterminedin
speci丘c　terms，but　in　Chicago　the　rate　of　vacancy　is3％，and　it　is　on　ac－

count　of　this　margin　that　one　is　able　to　freely　select　a　suitable　house　there

in　accordance　with　the　size　of　the　family　and　place　of　work。

　　　　Cityre・development　in　our　country　willbecome　feasible　only　after　this

margin　is　attained．Under　the　present　situation　where　people　cling　to　the

houses　in　which　they　are　living　and　where　land　prices　are　ris圭ng　contin・

uously，people　become　unwi11ing　to　cooperate　in　a　plan　which　will　bring

about　a　change　in　the5如ご％5gε60，no　matter　how　much　they　may　be　per－

suaded．Whenamargin　enlerges　andlandpricesbecomestable，peoplewill
come　to　favor　a　plan　which　will　raise　the　utility　value　of　Iand，Instead6f

taking　up　city　re－development　at　this　momentwhen　there　is　a　housing

shortage，it　would　be　wiser　strategy　to　create　the　margin丘rst　in　the　outer

areas　and　then　commence　re・development．

3．ん伽ZjD6η610φ膨鋸
　　　　The　foregQing　proposal　was　made　in1966，and　in　the　followi㎎year

in　August，1967the　Japanese　National　Railways　announced　a　plan　for　con－

struction　of　the　following　six　lines：

（1）Rou亡e（from　Tokyo）

　　　　1．To　North　Ch圭ba　New　Town　and　New　Intemational　Airport，50km，，

　　　　　　30minutes．

　　　　2。To　Tsukuba　University　City　and　neighborhood　ofMito，100km．，50
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minutes. 

3. To the Utsunomiya area, 100 km., 50 minutes. 

4. To the Maebashi and TakaSaki area, 100 km., 50 minutes 

5. To the Kofu area, 100 km., 50 minutes. 

6. To the Shonan aiea, 70 km., 40 minutes. 

Total route length 520 km. 

(2) Route and terminals in the central business district 

The terminals in the central business district are to be located under-

ground and the routes are to be so determined as to enable transport to the 

central business district and sub-centers, with the routes mutually connected 

for through operation from one to the other. 

(3) Relation to the New High Speed Trunk Line Network 

The six lines are to be built, for the present, for the new residential 

cities within the 50 km. range. Hdwever, with a view to future extension 

to local urban centers in the 100 km. range in conjunction with the disper-

sion of metropolitan functions, and to Lurther extension for long-distance 

transport toward the J~-Shin'etsu. Tohoku and Tokaido regions, the lines 

are to be of the New Tokaido Line type. 

(4) Construction Lunds required 

~~870 billion 

This proposal was 4dopted in the New National Comprehensive De-

velopment Plan of May, 1969. In Figure 8, another route traversing Tokyo 

Bay has been added. 

To realize this plan, the necessary funds have to be obtained. Accord-

ing to the author's proposal, they should have been sought from land values. 

If, however, such a railway is also to have other objectives besides commuter 

service, it will not be practicable to secure the funds only from the residen-

tial city. It may supply some of the funds but other source will also have 

to be sought. 

That part of my proposal concerning curtailment of time-distance by 

using New Tokaido Line techniques and the extension of usable land has 

been taken up by the Government. At the present stage, however, measures 

for procurement of funds have yet to be determined. It is hoped that this 

will soon be done and the proposal realized as early as possible. 

Finally, the author would like to point out the following in concluding 

this paper. 

It seems to be the fashion to picture the future image with such fancy 

words as "The vision 20 years ahead" or "The world in 2000 A. D." The 

world depicted being too bright and the path leading to it being too vague, 

one is apt to consider it something remote and feel that there is nothing to 
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Figure　8． Proposal　for　Development　of　Metropolita且Area　by

Economic　Planning　Agency（Target　Year1985）
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be　done　for　the　coming　several　years．To　bring　to　reality　the　hoped　for

world　of20years　ahead，however，step－by－step　action　hαs　to　be　taken　begin－

ning　from　this　very　moment．The　new　world　will　not　comeαll　of　a　sudden

20years　from　now　by　just　waiting　for　it・It　is　up　tous　to　create　the　future。

　　The　changes　that　took　place　in　typical　metropolises　have　already　been

reviewed．Some　of　the　changes　were　good，but　many　were　bad．The　fo1．

10wing　three　reasons　may　be　given　for　the　latter：

　　　（1）Underappraisal　of　city　development；

　　　（2）Forgetting　the“human　being”in　the　thinking　processl　and

　　　（3）Defective　distribution　of　income－1and　policy　bringing　about　ex－

　　　　　orbitan七pro丘ts　to　the　landowner．
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　　　　These　causes　are　verydeeplyrooted，and　unless　strong　comtermeasures

are　taken，the　same　mistakes　are　liable　to　be　repeated　in　the　next10yearsl

in　which　case　there　is　every　probability　that“the　vision20years　ahead”

will　not　come　at　a1L　Experience　through　the　ages　has　shown　that　it　is　not

only　material　production　growth　which　is　conducive　to　better　Iiving　of　the

society　as　a　whole，and　most　familiar　to　us　is　the　experience　of　the　years

from1955tQ1965．Whilst　rema蓄kable　growth　was　seen　in　the　national

economy，discontent　of　the　people　in　their　way　of　living　grew．Then，what

should　be　done　to　solve“poverty　in　plenty”P　At　this　juncture　we　should

dissect　our　old　way　of　thinking　and　establish　new　reasoning．

PO5哲5‘プ4》云

　　　　　　　　　TheuseofNewTokaid6Line　techなiqu㏄for　co㎜uterむransportis
　　　　　not　an　idea　of　the　au血or　alone．　If　dle　author’s　proposal　has　any　value，it

　　　　　is　not　because　he　has　pioneered　an　idea，but　bec＆use　he　proved　through

　　　　　some　calculations　he　made　that　it　is　possible　to　realize｝丘s　proposa1，ゑnd

　　　　　because　of　the　critical　comments　he　made　with　respect　to　land　policiesξmd

　　　　　aspecお　of　social　ins飯纐偵ons。

　　　　　　　　　The　authofs　proposal　was　printed　in　May，1965for　submission　to　the

　　　　　Science　and　Technology　Agency　of　the　JapImese　Govemme且t・It　was　made

　　　　　public　thτough　the　magazine　Ch⑳為σroπ，January1966issue（and　later

　　　　　published　in　book　form　as　one　of血e　San’ichi　shinsho　books）。In山e　pre・

　　　　　sent　paper　the　author　has　given　a　synopsis　of　his　original　paper，supPle－

　　　　　　men丘ng　it　with　some　more　up－todate1nformation．




